
this is the 
future 
of flooring 



Doug the Pug is discerning, demanding and 
determined to find the best looking, best performing 
hard surface flooring on the market. His standards 
are uncompromising and so are the standards of 
Mohawk’s SolidTech. The first hard surface flooring 

that answers all of your needs.

take it from doug

pet-approved performance

-AppoVED STLEDOUG



There are plenty of good flooring options that look nice, perform well and offer value. 
SolidTech is not one of them. Because good isn’t good enough when great is the better 
option. Mohawk’s remarkable product has redefined hard surface flooring.
 
Its unprecedented technology, unparalleled design and uncompromising quality make 
SolidTech the premium choice for discerning, socially active, style-conscious consumers.

  WhY solidtech?



PerforMAnce
thAt Will  
surPrise

SolidTech isn’t water-resistant; it’s waterproof. That means it doesn’t 
allow liquid through, period. Perfect for mudrooms or basements.

SolidTech even withstands extreme temperatures and won’t 
fade, peel or cup due to UV exposure.

Quick and flawless installations, 
whether you DIY or have a 
professional do it.

SolidTech doesn’t telegraph any 
imperfection of an underlying surface. 
It looks great no matter what.

Remarkable engineering makes 
SolidTech impervious to odors. 
It won’t absorb a trace of any liquid.

Rough and tumble kids. Rambunctious 
pets. SolidTech withstands bumps, 
scuffs, scrapes and spills.



Style that complements any room, from kitchens to living rooms to mudrooms.

SolidTech has an unprecedented low-frequency pattern repetition.

Modern and smart with beautiful colorways and sophisticated textures.

SolidTech sets new standards for 
aesthetics, taste and design.

The result? The most distinct, natural 
hard surface flooring ever created.

stYle 
thAt Will 
AMAZe



gAlVYn. 
the nAMe sAYs it  All.

Galvyn catches your eye the moment you walk in the room. 
Twelve unexpected designs and colors, like Nightfall, Pearl Platinum and 
Castle Rock. As its name implies, the look and innovative styles will amaze you.



gAlVYn

12 skus
6 unique plank variations each
5.5 mm thick
5.9" x 49" plank size
uniclic® multifit locking system

ashburncastle rock

golden DelightBoardwalk

hearthstoneBrown sugar

pearl platinumnightfall

silverscreen

Willow creek

charleston

rainstorm

you haven’t seen like  thisNyTING



reVellA.
A true touch   clAss.of

Brownstone, Sandstone, Burnt Ember, to name a few. Revella brings the room to life. 
Gives it a presence all its own. And this revolutionary product is a class act  with a style 
and finish that will look great for years to come.



8 skus
10 unique plank variations each
6.5 mm thick
7" x  49" plank size
attacheD fusion Backing
uniclic® multifit locking system

sandstorm

Brownstone

Burnt embers

cool concrete

gunmetal

Dark horse

teatime

graywaters

reVellA
by itselfI A CLSs



Vershire.
 it’s A reAl Work    Art.of

Four exceptional variations. The product line with the lowest pattern frequency repeat 
graces any room with taste and elegance. These extraordinary large plank designs were 
created with two things in mind—something this artful should inspire and delight.



Vershire

4 skus

15 pattern variations each

6.5 mm thick

7" x  49" plank size

attacheD cushion Backing

uniclic® multifit locking system

shadow Wood

silhouette

silver shadows

steelgate

there’s an to itT



floors thAt look
good for life.

SolidTech’s Galvyn, Revella and 
Vershire are designed to hold up to 
life’s biggest demands.



Take it from discerning Doug. There’s absolutely nothing on the market 
like SolidTech—a revolutionary development in hard surface flooring. 

It’s Doug approved and backed by Mohawk.

I 'VE GOTTA SCOOT.

S o l i d T ech  b y

performance + STYLE

pEpLE ,  pET AD DOUG AppoVED



performance + STYLE

LL PTS, ALL ACCIDETS, ALL HE TIM


